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Newsletter August 2012
For once the weather forecast was correct and rain it did. We decided to abandon the
800m event and made a late move to the pistol range. The 40 odd keen optimists had just
put up the targets when a rain squall arrived and shredded them. The lake that formed
behind the firing point made it a Bear Grills moment to get to the cars.
Some of the diehards decided to wait it out and shoot just because they had ammo while
the rest moved to the clubhouse to start the fires and open the bar. It was a good
opportunity to check the rifles zeros. Some of us just have to shoot out everything that we
bring with and only when there were piles of doppies lying around did we leave for the
clubhouse.
Our cooks once again produced an outstanding meal. The two curry pots were just the
thing to warm up the cold bodies. The hot one produced by Cedric and Riaan was certainly
not for the faint hearted but it was excellent. Mike and Francois made the milder version
which was just as good but far more sensible in the heat range, not at the insanity level
like the other but about a seven. Fantastic job guys.
Strange things happen at the Good Hope Range. There seems to be something similar to
the Bermuda Triangle going on where time passes without one noticing it. We had finished
eating way before 12h30 and I still only got home about 4 hours later. I tried to explain this
phenomenon to my wife but she refuses to believe me.
For the month of September we would like to wish the following members a very happy
birthday;
1st Rupert McNaught Davis
5th Koos Brink
11th John Austin
13th Dirk van Aarde
14th Louis van Ryneveld
17th Claude Hartog
20th Jeff Panos
22nd Rodney Gardner
25th Giepie Engelbrecht
Liam Beardwood
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Our next event will be our biggest for the year. The CLI 200 on 22nd September 2012 is
being held in place of our normal away shoot to try and reduce the costs and also to make
it an official CLI shoot that will allow you to get attendance points and your scores will
count towards the championship as we are using an accredited range. The CLI tent will be
available for the Friday and Saturday night but it may be advisable for those not
accustomed to the goings on in the tent to provide your own camp. It can get somewhat
noisy but some people have gained bad reputations from blatant lies that have been
spread about what has gone on in the past. None of it is true; just ask Bas, he will tell you
the true story.
We have about 25 entries so far and I appeal to you to please enter before 15th September
2012 as we need to finalise the catering arrangements. Payment can be made on
registration. We also intend to do the squadding and have the range officer duties all done
and dusted by then as well. To make it easier to enter you can fax your entry form to
Amanda at 086 565 7620. If anyone has lost the entry form, please mail us and we will
forward a copy. Please also remember to indicate on your entry if you need to shoot with
someone if you are borrowing a rifle.
The only meal you need to supply is for the Friday night braai. Breakfast will be available
on Sunday morning at R20 head in the clubhouse and booking can be made and paid for
upon registration. Please consider your entry as a commitment as the club will be liable for
the catering cost.
The WP Bisley starts a few days later on the 27th September and you some of you may
enjoy the CLI 200 so much that you enter for that as well. The tent will be there again and I
look forward to a record 303 turnout this year.
Time is running short so start loading that ammo and get ready for what is promising to be
a great event. Until the 22nd September,
Keep safe
Darryl

Pictures from our August event.

Chris and Lizette

Cedric and Riaan creating the hot pot.
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The manne teasing the cooks.
Riaan adding some strange white stuff to
the pot.

Mike testing the mild one.

The pot watchers drooling in anticipation.

Jason, Melani, Jacques and lizette busy
plotting their next jol.

Amanda and Melani taking the entires for
the CLI 200
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